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CHAPl'ER I 
~ STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The purpose of this stud;y was to evaluate five methods of 
stimulating creative writing in grade three. The resulting compositions 
were objectivelf scored using the Anderson Scale!/ which will measure 
originality, vocabulary, organization and elaborative thinking. 
EEieanor Margery Anderson, et al., Construction and Evaluation of a 
ale for Creative Writing, Unpublished Master•s Thesis, Boston 
uriiversity, 1957. 
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CHAPTER II 
REV:m¥ OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Creativity may enter almost every area of the school curriculum. 
It is a broad concept illusive to definition which therefore, means 
different things to different people. Some believe creativity to be an 
accident of _birth, part of the talent of the gifted artists, writers 1 
or musicians. others, increasing in number, believe that creativity 
exists in varying degrees in everyone, and is better released through a 
creative approach in teaching. 
l/ 
In the preface of Mearns ,-book, Ward comments on the place of 
creativity in the schools today s~ings 
"Since 1929 the elementary schools have a noteworthy ad-
vance in creative teaching. The extreme freedom of the so .. 
called "progressive" schools has given way to a moderate 
control in which a child 1 s individual! ty is encouraged to 
express itself; though all too often the strong emphasis on 
group cooperation has .tended to stress conformity at the 
expense of creativity." 
2/ 
Mearns- who believes strongq that the creative powers of children can 
be developed into superior forms of expression, says: 
•Creative activity comes from this pulsing stream of 
iilconsequential thought and feeling. One must know something 
about it therefore, and one must take its crude manifestations 
seriousq if one is to help it to that finer expression which 
is creative art." 
1/H\igties_~Mearns, Creative Power: The Education of Youth in the 
nreative Arts, Dover PUblications Inc., 1958, p. xiv. 
!/Hughes Mearns, ~· ~., P• 6. 
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l/ 
But Mearns- continues: 
•unaided it does not advance forward into the realm of 
production. The various media are there, language, crayon, 
color, and the like; and there is always some attempt, how 
ever crude, to employ them; but failure to achieve complete 
satisfaction in the result, or the outright suppression by 
elders, or the intimidating intrusion of adult standards, 
something chills the ardor of self expression along these 
lines except among those 1 the predestinate artists and 
thinkers, whose urge to express is superior to all rebuff." 
This thesis is limited to one area of creativity, namely creative 
writing. The writer went to the literature to try to answer the 
following questions: 
J 
1. How is creative writing defined by authorities in the language 
arts? 
2. Is everything a child writes creative in the sense that it is 
his own way of expressing himself? 
3. or is onl\f a certain type of writing truly creative? 
1. Definitions of Creative Writing 
2/ 
Dawson- points out: 
•To some extent authorities disagree as to what constitutes 
creative language. Some insist that the ideas expressed must be 
unique, that the phrasing of them must be complete~ original 
aJld that presumabl.J there is nothing utilitarian in the purpose 
of the person expressing these ideas. Creativity, in their opin-
ion, resides in the ability to think up view points or conceptions 
that have not been expressed before, or to phrase old ideas in 
an entirely fresh -.nner. 
Other authorities are less insistent on uniqueness; they 
maintain that whatever a person says in his own individual way, 
even for utilitarian purposes, is creative." 
Expressing the view that al\V' written expression may be creative 
Yibid., P• 6=7. 
2/Mildred A. Dawson, Teachin& Language in the Grades, World Book, 
Yonkers on the Hudson, New York, 1951, p. 425. 
1/ 
Schofield- says: 
4 
8 By creative writing tor children the writer means a.ey written 
work in which the child says what he wants to say in his own 
particular way of saying it. A book view 1 a report in social 
studies, as well as a poem, imaginar.y story or experience story 
is creative if the writer's own particular way of expressing 
himself pervades it.• 
2/ 
According to Baker- 1 
"Some people have a refreshing individual quality in their 
speaking and writing which characterizes it as their own. These 
people have developed the ability to think for themselves, to 
~ze their thoughts am to express 'their ideas, attitudes, and 
experiences in a manner that gives satisfaction to them and 
stimulates a reaction in others. We say they express themselves 
creatively. The very young child expresses himself creative~; 
his thoughts are his own and he expresses them unique~.• 
3/ 
Van Allen- defines creative writing saying: 
"This type of writing is that of artistic self-expression. 
It is personal, individual, imaginative, and highly perishable. 
To keep it alive there must be a complete freedom to experiment 
and complete assurance of an understanding and respectful 
reception of the product regardless of its nature.•• 
4/ 
Stressing the originality of what is written, Lee- states: 
•creative writing is essentia~ original, the child's own. 
He must not consciousq imitate either in thought or style. U 
there are to be changes JnB.de during the process, they must be made 
by the child as he sees the need through skillful questioning. 
The real importance of the writing is in the organizing and 
putting in words the ideas and thoughts of the child.• 
1/Ruth E. Scho!'ield, "Some Thoughts on Creative Writing," Elementary 
inglis}! (December, 1953) 1 30 t 509 • 
ljZel:ma W. Baker, The Language Artsl the Child and the Teacher, 
Fearson Publishers, san Francisco,955, P• 80. 
3/R. Van Allen, "What Is Creative Writing?" Elementarz English 
rMarch, 1948), 25sl74. 
4/Mur1'81' J. Lee and Doris May Lee 1 The Child and His Curriculwn, 
Appleton-Century-crofts Inc., New York, 1956, P• 626. 
y 
Tracing the source of creative writing, Applegate says: 
"Writing starts from ideas - and children are full of ideas. 
creative ideas are those we believe in so strongly that they pound 
on the inner doors to be released. It does not matter whether 
a teacher assigned the writing or we assigned to ourselves; if we 
feel it we can be taught to write it. • • • • • • • • Creative writ-
ing, then, is writing that pushes itself' out of a bed of ideas. 
It may not be particular:cy- original. Only a few ideas are 
startlingly original." 
2/ 
Crossls,y- explains creative writing ast 
"•••••• a recognition of the worth of experience, a desire to 
share inner feelings and reactions, and a sensitivity to the 
need for expressing oneself in such a way the experience is 
trul¥ explained through the medium of words.• 
3/ 
As to the source of what is expressed in creative writing Van Allen-
says that: 
"•• •••• when a child writes creative:cy- he expresses, in one 
way or another 1 his feelings or his intellectual reactions to 
st111e experience he has had, to something he has seen, heard, or 
otherwise come into contact with through his senses. This ex-
pression of personal reaction constitutes the quality of 
originality 1 because no one other than the writer can produce 
it. It is his own contribution. It cannot be forced from with-
out by topic assignments or adherence to fonn, but must come 
from within. The writer must have more than the words. He 
must have the idea, the insight, the formation of an image." 
According to some authorities, however, all writing is not completely 
creative; personality imaginativeness or originality will not dominate 
factual writing. To some degree of course, factual writing may bear 
the mark of the individual. But its source is outside the writer. 
!/Mauree Applegate 1 Helpi~ (hi.J.dren Write, International Textbook 
Co., Scranton, 1949, P• 1~. 
' 
' 
2/B. Alice Crossley, "C&n We Help Children to Write?" Journal of Education, 
Research Bulletin (February 1 19 57) 1 1.39: 1.3. 
~R. VanAllen, op. cit., P• 174. 
6 
y 
Van Allen expresses this view statinga 
"To further clarify the meaning of creative writing., we 
contrast it with the better known and more widelY taught expres• 
sion that communicates functional ideas. This functional 
writing is more utilitarian, realistic, or intellectual, and it 
needs the discipline of correct mechanics to be sociallf 
acceptable. • •••••• This is the type of writing in which the 
author works more as a reproducer of known facts, conditions 
or ideas presented in his unique fashion. (This is a point 
misrepresented by JDall¥ as original or creative writing.) The 
material exists outside the writer; hence the writing is nat. 
so intimatelY a part of the individual. Correction and 
verification can be required without the loss of an idea and 
without injuring the individual., because the material is 
objective and sources are rather permanent." 
'Y Dawson has this to say about creative or personal writing as 
opposed to practical writing: 
"Personal writing, in soae respects is another matter. It is 
not assigned. It comes as the result of a natural situation that 
calls for a letter or stimulates an emotional response which will 
find an outlet in writing. When a pupil reallf wants to write a 
letter to a former classmate or some relative, when he is inter• 
ested in exchanging letters with a pen pal in another country, 
when he feels genuine appreciation for a favor, he welcomes 
opportunity to write and send a message. When he is stirred by 
a glowing sunset, his first ride in a plane, or a victory in an 
intra-school sports contest, he maywrite a vivid description, 
a graphic account of an event or an original narrative." y 
Thus Dawson continues: 
"Preliminary to personal writing must come the emotion arous-
ing experiences. These may be vicarious as children listen much 
and often to good literature, look at fine pictures, and orallY 
share their enjoyable and vivid experiences of all kinds. The 
situations, on the other band, may be real picnics, hikes, play 
with pets, escapes from danger, social occasions that suggest 
letters and so on.~ 
ym:a., P• 175. 
2/Mildred A. Dawson, "Children Need to Write," Elementary English 
\Februar,y., 1956)., 33:82. 
~Ibid, P• 83. 
1 
Simp~ stated, before a child writes creatively, he must have 
experienced sa11ethi.Dg. The experience may be real or merely vicarious. 
l/ 
Then he must feel a need of expressing his experience. Anderson 
would adds 
"Creation• then, does not spring from inspiration, as the 
word is used in its ordinar,r sense. Neither does creation involve 
the use of new ideas, if by "new" is meant some concept which has 
never before existed in the mind of man or which has never been 
expressed by man. Few statements are truer than that there is 
nothing new under the sun. Ideas which appear to be peculiar to 
modern thought prove upon exavdnation to be merely duplication 
or re-statement of ideas which eXisted long ago." 
2/ 
Tidyman- also believes that: 
"Very few thoughts are original in that they are expressed 
for the first time; originality consists to sane extent in the 
selection, appropriations, and adaptions of the thoughts and 
feelings of others. Sincerity, convictions, and personal ac-
ceptance are thus involved." 
3/ 
Tidyman- continues: 
"•••••• originality of expression is a desired quality of 
nearly all language work and some authors and teachers regard 
originality as the quality that identifies creativeness.•t 
4/ . 
Moreover, Anderson- statest 
"Rearrangement of materials1 then may acceptably constitute 
originality. But it is worth noticing that there obviously must 
be materials to be worked with, and here is an important implica-
tion for the teacher of creative writing. In order that the child 
may have such experiences, the teacher should both provide them 
and help him. become aware of those he has already stored up. 
-Experiences which are rich1 varied, and provocative are the basis 
of expression and creation. If creative expression is self• 
expression, then the breadth and depth of the inner man will affect 
the creation." 
1/Donald G. Anderson, "Writers .Are Made," Elementary English (January 
l95l)' 28:25. 
2/william F. T,tdyman and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching the Language 
~~ McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. New York, 1951, P• llO. 
3/Ibid., P• lll. 
--
8 
y 
Anderson cancludesr 
•similar:cy, creation does imp:cy the concept of newness if we 
do not mean that one must turn out concepts which are entire:cy 
original in the sense of never having been thought of before. 
Creativity and originality are often taken to be syno:qvmous, and 
there is probab:cy some justification for the identification. 
Certainly a creative artist is not one who apes others' works 
and words • The stamp of his own personality must be on his 
productions. He mu.st be original in that his writing must pro-
ceed from the fertile ground of his own experiences. Since 
his experiences are not like those or &nf one else on earth, 
he cannot help being original. y 
Concerning the steps in the development of creative expression Mearns 
says: 
"We can recite the steps forward to complete self-realization 
up to the point or the e•rgence of that unique product, indivi-
dual artistry, but no one understaMs complete:cy wey or how the 
miracle appears • • • • • • One day the individual speaks out in his 
own unique voice; and further that the contagion from one may 
carry a whole croup into superior self-expression. After that 
the progress is always forward and always on the heights.•• v . 
McEnroe summarizes very brietq the complex process of creative think-
ing: 
"The field of creative thinking abounds with references to 
basic steps or stages of the thought process. Most seem to follow 
the well known steps formulated by Graham Wallas in his book, The 
Art or Tho~. Broad:cy stated the steps proposed by Wallas ari7 (1) Prepar&iOns-when searching for an idea or investigation of 
the problem first takes place. (2) Incubation--when the idea or 
problem is unconscious]¥ worked on. (.3) Illumination when the 
idea suddenl.7 emerges. (4) Verification--when any changes or 
evaluations are made.• 
Closely paralleling Wallas' four steps for creative thinking are 
!±I 
those set up by Edwards for creative writing: 
yMa. 
o/Hughes Mearns, _._ __ 
/ 
9 
"( 1) the planning or gaining of ideas; ( 2) making those ideas 
become part of one's personality, and (3) giving words to thoughts 
and thus portraying them in the reader's language. A last stage, 
of course, is (4) determining how well the job was done." y 
Edwards goes on to say: 
"The first step is the acquisition of impressions through 
the senses. The child sees, feels, and hears. He observes and 
listens. 
The child assimulates what he absorbs from his physical 
environment •. These experiences go through the magic of his 
individuality and thus becCIIle his own, in the sense that what 
was seen, heard, or felt is interpreted in the light of onets 
particular circumstances. Hence the child's expression is 
creative, even though he builds from the ideas of others. No 
two people have exactly the same backgrounds; therefore no 
two would bring exactly the same contribution to a given 
written exploration." 
2. The Child and Creativity 
The development of creativity in children begins very early as y 
Strickland indicates. 
"In order to be t~ creative, an individual must trust 
himself and the people about him and feel that as a person he 
has the responsibility for making a contribution. He must have 
initiative and willingness to put forth the effort and energy 
to make his dreams concrete reality. Same children as well as 
adults are creative in the realm of ideas but bog down when it 
comes to doing the work to carry them out or lack the ability 
to work with others who could carry them out. These qualities-
trust in oneself and others, a sense of personal responsibility, 
initiative, and industry-are partially developed in most chil-
dren during their pre-school years." 
21 It must be remembered as Mearns points out: 
••••••"children are creative persons not scholiasts; they use 
language as the artist the world over and in all ages has used 
his medium, not as an end in itself but as a means for the ex• 
pression of thought and feeling. Language in itself, they sense 
is comparativelf uniaportant; if the vision is stea~ and the 
!(!6~., P• ~7~-273. 
2/Ruth G. strickland, "Creative Activities in Language Arts in the 
llementary Englis)l (March, 19.5.5) 1 32:147. 
JH 
and the feeling true these will find their proper vehicle. The 
attention is never on the word but upon the force that creates 
the word." 
10 
. !I 
Generally speaking says Forrest 
"We know that children do have ideas to express, that they 
are continually thinking about the things that interest them 
and that they are always planning things to do. It would seem 
that if children realize that their thoughts are important and 
that their own thoughts are unique, they will feel free to ex-
press themselves." 
2/ 
}fore specifically according to Weary- children will write: 
"if they have ideas worthy of expression; 
if they have enough basic words to make the attempt worth while; 
if they have adequate skills to build sane of the words they need; 
if they have the knowledge of how and where to look for unknown 
words; 
if they have the freedom to choose and use the colorful words 
that satisfy the inner self." 
However, because creative writing must be based on experience, 
real or vicarious 1 the type of environment in which the child lives 
\ 
effects strongly his creative development. 
3/ 
Strickland- says t 
ttA child who is creative is a child who does not think of 
life as requiring total contormi ty to patterns preferred by adults 
but who looks on life as offering opportunity at man;y points to 
create his awn pattern of behavior and response. Creativeness 
in children comes from within and is the product of a kind of 
living. A child who is developing wholesomely and who lives with 
creative adults in an environment conducive to creativeness will 
manifest a very natural desire to explore, to expand, and to 
create. We stimulate creative activities in the elementary school 
not for the sake of the activities but for the purpose of develop-
ing creative individuals or, more exactly, of helping each indivi-
dual build a self that is creative." 
1/Vera s. Forrest, "Helping Children to Write, tt Elementary English 
[November, 1951) 1 28:413. 
2/carmen Weary 1 "Vocabulary Growth through Creative Writing, tt 
!l.ementary English (November, 1955), 32:~5. 
;ljRuth G. Strickl.aM, loc. cit. 
11 
It would seem the implication is that a child from a poor environ-
ment is handicapped somewhat. Therefore 1 he may need more guided 
vicarious experiences via movies, pictures, and literature before he 
is reaqy for creative expression. Of course, television provides 
much vicarious experience for this type of child - some of it is 
valuable, but much may have limiting stereotyped effects. 
3. The Teacher and Creativity 
What then is the teacher's role in creative writing? How can 
she stimulate her pupils to write creatively? What specifically must 
she know about teaching creative writing? 
- 1/ 
According to Applegate,-
"Creativeness cannot be taught; it can only be released and 
guided. This, in essence, is the job of the teacher -- to release 
inner power into productive outer channels. The world does not 
need more talented children; it needs to release and develop 
the talents latent in all children. This does not demand creative 
teachers trained in creative writing; it calls for receptive and 
understanding teachers." 
That every child has potential creativity waiting to be released 
2/ 
is further illustrated in Strickland•s- statement: 
nAlert, active, interested children are creative children. 
They want to know everything, to test and try everything." 
3/ 
Therefore Applegate- believest 
"Perhaps the greatest thing a teacher can do to help her 
children write stories is to teach them to see. Someone has 
said that a writer is a seeer. He sees more and clearer and 
farther below the surface than other people see. • 
!7ka~e Appl8gate, op. cit., P• :1• 
VRuth G. Strickland, op. cit., p. 148. 
~Mauree Applegate, op. cit., p. $6. 
12 
There is of course, no one method or approach to creative writing. 
1/ 
Thus Lighthall- advises: 
"The teacher must realize that her role is merely to draw 
out or extract from the child ideas he already possesses in his 
irmer self. There is no pre.scripti ve method to accomplish this, 
but she herself must be aware of, sensitive to, and conscious 
of the world in which she lives. What may be an insignificant 
advertisement in a weeklf magazine may be the starting point 
for an excellent lesson." 
2/ 
Witty- states: 
"Perhaps the most significant factor in leading pupils to 
write effectivelY is the teacher -- his attitude and behavior. 
The effective teacher seems to be one who is interested in 
pupils' mental health and in the development of classroom that 
is conducive to creativity." 
3/ 
A warning about over-concern with results is given by Van Allen:-
"A matter of prime importance for the teacher is that in its 
earlf stages writing should be "creative'' first and "writing" 
second. In early stages 1 especially 1 he should be careful to 
guard against too much concern for handwriting, spelling, and 
punctuation. • •••••••••••••••• Teachers of creative writing 
must remember that commas and semi-colons never made a master-
piece. Good writing is beautiful because it is the individual's 
thoughts and fancies shared with others in sincerity and truth.n 
4/ 
Applegate- concludes: 
"••••••••A teacher who puts more emphasis on the spelling and the 
correct use of words than on the jqy of discovering them may find 
that she has taught more distaste than love of words." 
Selecting the right time for creative writing is important. of 
1/Mary ilghthill, "Created by Children," Elementary English 
roctober, 1956), 33:348. 
2/Paul Witty, 11Some Values of Creative Writing," Elementary English 
fMarch, 1957), 34:144. 
2/R· Van Allen, op. cit., P• 176. 
!!fMauree Applegate, Easy in English, Row, Peterson and Co., Elmsford, 
New York, 1960, P• 32. 
13 
1/ 
course, a teacher will not always feel great enthusiasm but Hall- says: 
"If a teacher will take advantage of the moment when she is 
inspired about something, often she can transmit to the children 
her own enthusiasm. Therefore, one of the most important motiva-
tions for writing is the teacher, herself. She must always be 
looking for opportunities to broaden the scope of her knowledge 
and experience. She must be sensitive too, and interested in 
the world around her, and uninhibited enough to transmit her 
sincere' feelings -· to establish an emphatic response with her 
class, wPich will in turn set the fires of creation in their minds." 
Mearns31summarizes the teacher's role in creative writing: 
"No superior outcome is possible in this field without the 
creative teacher. She it is whose subtle directing keeps the 
whole activity going. She shows her admiration for high 
achievement but honest13' and with out flattery. She will be 
patient with the slow worker but she will not give her approval 
to work that is shodqy. Quite often she will withhold assistance 
to a child in difficulty, who •he senses, is persisting rewardingl3' 
in the right direction. She is sure that being sensitive he will 
come through successfull:y. Her mature use of language, her taste, 
her confidence in the worth of her work; her genuine interest, 
all the elements 1 indeed that make her an influencing personality -
these are at work on the children all the time, although they may 
never be aware of it." 
4. Classroom Atmosphere 
Having considered the qualities of the teacher in fostering 
creative writing, the type of atmosphere she will maintain becomes more 
obvious. 
3/ 
According to Mearns:-
·~en lines of trusted communication have been set up by a 
general acceptance of all sincere attempts of pure self expression, 
when through appro~al of the more genuine material, criticism is 
natural and undisturbing, and when indirect teaching is having 
its stimula~ing effect, then suddenl:y the fresh original phrase 
appears and the strong line •" 
1/Robert D. Hall, "Motivation for Creative Writing," Elementary English 
rMarch, 1955), 32:155. 
SfHughes !'learns, op. cit., p. 252. 
~Hughes Mearns, op. cit., P• 247. 
1/ 
Buckley- believes: 
"Acceptance, respect for another's ideas, provision of 
time, opportunities and materials are the ingredients which 
encourage a child to be creative." 
The importance of providing enough time must not be overlooked 
2/ 
because as Buckley- says: 
ncreativeness does not flourish when one is in a hurry. •• 
3/ 
Applegate- points out: 
"In the early stages of aey- sort of teaching climate is 
far more important than excellence. Until the child takes the 
goals of the teacher as his own, the teaching of anything must 
be coupled with the feeling of accomplishment rather than 
defeat lest the only lesson learned is despair. ···········" 
. 4/ 
With young children especially Forrest- recommends the following: 
ttA quiet friendly atmosphere is necessary if we want to 
help children to write. We must be free to listen to them as 
they came in full of ideas to express. Many children will 
write their thoughts as soon as they came in the roam in the 
morning. For as one little girl said 'I must write my thoughts 
before I lose them.'" 
5/ 
Hall says:-
"To stimulate the children to want to write, it is necessary 
to create an atmosphere in which their minds can wander freely 
to settle down and dwell on any topic of their choice; an 
atmosphere in which they can project themselves beyond the 
classroom and fulfill their aspirations and wildest dreams.• 
6/ 
Furthermore, according to Burrows:-
1/Helen E. Buckley, "Children Canmu.n:Lca te Through Wri ting11 Childhood 
Ed.ucatio~ (December, 1956), 32:162·163. 
Y,Ibid. 1 P• 164. 
~auree Applegate, op. cit., p. 31•32. 
~era s. Forrest, op. cit., P• 414. 
2./Robert D. Hall, op. cit., P• 154-155. 
6/Alvina T. Burrows, "Teaching Composition" National Education Asso-
ciation (pamphlet), 1959, P• 21. 
"•••••••••••• Providing freedom from fear and taking steps to 
build self-confidence have been found to be of central impor-
tance. This stipulates the absence of negative or reforming 
criticism in group listening. Criticism of personal writing 
is particular~ damaging if the t,acher reallf wishes self• 
expression and free experiment. Children learn early how to 
avoid that which is negated b,r those in power; but they learn 
only what not to do. In a climate of approval the challenge 
of reading to an audience of one's peers, to note what brings 
about their most responsive attention, and to see what old 
stories are asked for again and again are experiences which 
produce learning." 
The need for enrichment especial~ duripg the ear~ years is 
1/ 
indicated by Shane:-
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ncreative ability in writing cannot be assayed and en-
couraged in isolation. It is but one phase of general creativity. 
The child must engage in all kinds of creative activities and 
experiences if his written expression is gradual~ to sprout in 
the upper primary grades and eventua~ to bud and flower. If 
the school climate is a good one, it will automatically stimu-
late the maturing pQwers and skills which should characterize 
middle and later childhood." 
2/ 
Thus Shane- continues: 
"The viewpoint that creative written expression is a 
product of rich total creative living in school enhances the 
importance of the kindergarten - primar,y teachers who guide 
the experiences of ear~ and middle childhood •••• • 
J/ Specifically at the kindergarten - primary level Shane says: 
u ••••• A favorable framework for development of language power 
is established when a teacher provides a classroom climate which 
is characterized by: 
1. A frie~ and relaxed atmosphere which is conducive to 
good human relationships 
2. Freedom to speak and encouragement to express one's 
thoughts 
l/ii&r<)ld G. Snane 1 Mary E. Reddin and. Margaret C. Gillespie, Beginni~ 
t'anguage Arts Instruction with Chil4ren, Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc. 
ColumbUs, Ohio, 1961, p. 47. 
2/Ibid. 
--
J/Harold G. Shane, op. cit., P• 224. 
3. Many appealing firsthand experiences 
4. An introduction to the child's heritage of stories and 
poems 
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5. Varied play equipment and materials such as blocks, paints, 
clay 1 housekeeping center, or musical instruments which 
motivate artistic and dramatic expression." 
!I Burrows reiterates this view sayings 
• •••••• one condition of great importance is that of providing 
attractive classrooms with a goodly variety of materials to 
stimulate or suggest experiences that enrich concepts and 
interests at the learners. Particularly in the elementary 
school is it necessary to stock the environment with real 
materials for manipulation and experiment. Both science and 
art materials contribute not o~ to learnings in science and 
the arts but also to a spirit of inquiry and to experimentation 
with new media. With tangible materials this zest for trial 
and invention entices almost every child to discover and work 
out new combinations. Attitudes developed with concrete media 
and the obvious appreciation of individuality and creativity 
assist in engendering an atmosphere conducive to writing.• y 
Ferebee suggests the followings 
"This is a program for elementary children. Its purpose is 
to establish in the child confidence in this innate power and 
joy in using it. Later comes the time to prune and develop and 
re•shape what he has created. 
This is not 1 however 1 a laissez faire program. At its best 
it calls for the most alert and sensitive direction and stimula-
tion. It means building an atmosphere of gracious, and receptive 
listening, 
relieving the fears of the timid and the overtaught, 
fending off negative criticism, 
~king children aware of what is good, 
stirring the sluggish and deepening the shallow 1 
making sure that every sincere effort, however poorly executed 
brings enough satisfaction to the child to make him want 
to try again, 
cultivating the imagination through reading to children, but 
YA1Vina T. Burrows, op. cit. 1 P• 20. 
2/June D. Ferebee, "Learning Form Through Creative Expression," 
Elementary English (February, 1950) 1 27:78. 
never, either directlY or indirectlY subjecting a child's 
e.t'fort to comparison with an adult product, 
heightening sensory awareness 1 
keeping alive the zest in writing, and finallY 
being wise enough to halt the activity temporarilY when 
creativity runs thin." 
5. Methods to Motivate Creative Writing 
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Mereq maintaining a suitable atmosphere to work in is not enough 
!I 
as Tiqyman points out: 
"The point is that children cannot create something out of' 
nothing. If' the children do not have a background of' ideas, 
thoughts, and feelings, the teacher must help create such a back-
ground. The teacher does not say, 'Now close your eyes and 
think, ' but, 'Open your eyes and see. '" 
2/ 
In providing experiences .for children to write about Hall- sug-
gests: 
"Always take time to "stand and stare" - to capitalize on 
the moment 1 the kind of day it is. Do they notice the rain and 
sto~, dark clouds? Raise the curtains high -- let them listen 
and observe -- let them write what the inner voice dictates, 
freelY and easiq - then writing is effortless." 
21 Also Hall continues: 
"Talking about people and their individual differences is 
another means of motivation ·-- why do we do the things we do; 
why our moods change; how success and failure a:t'fect us. n 
Because the development of oral expression in a child precedes 
written expression, discussions before writing is very valuable. More-
lJ/ 
over, according to Cooper: 
H'W!liai'd F. T,idyman, op. cit., P• 206. 
!/Robert D. Hall, loc. cit. 
_¥Ibid. 
4/Jane Wilcox Cooper, "Creative Writing as an Emotional OUtlet," 
Elementary English {January, 1951), 28:22. 
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"Discussion which brings up a wealth of ideas prevents 
copying and encourages originality. Freedom is far more impor-
tant than getting them to write something •worthwhile'. If they 
want to write about Donald Duck meeting Bugs Buru:\1 or rehash a 
movie or television program they have seen, it is wise to let 
them. The most important thing at first is that they have the 
real desire to write what they are writing. With freedom each 
child will write what is psychologically satisfying to him." 
!I On the subject of oral preparation, Creed states: 
"All written communication, if it is to get its message 
across depends on a sensitive and sharplY perceptive oral dis-
cussion (guided by the teacher of course) accomplished in small 
groups of three or four, in order to stimulate and clarify ideas. 
Time to think, time to discuss, is one of the child's deepest 
needs when be begins to think of the written word." 
Creed believes: 
y 
" ••• in preparing children for creative writing, approach 
or talking about (rather than on) a variety of interests is of 
infinitelY greater worth than limiting one's thinking to one 
subject or idea.• }/ 
According to Creedt 
"The decision of what to write about belongs to the children. 
The avenue of approach is for you to indicate and there are hun-
dreds of these for the children to pick and to choose from." 
4/ 
Citing the group approach in developing creative writing Fagerlie-
says: 
"At times a group activity can encourage creative writing. 
Same children do not know how to go about expressing their ideas. 
They also may be timid or held back by the fear that their ideas 
are not good. 
Children can learn from other children. Here is when group 
work helps. The timid child notices ·the manner in which the more 
1/Esther D. Creed,"What'll We Write About? 11 Elementarz English 
TJanuary, 1956), .3.3:26. 
Y,Ibid. 1 P• 28. 
yrbid., 26. 
4/Anna M. Fagerlie, "Third Graders Try Creative Writing," Elementary 
ED§l!.sh (March, 1956), .3.3:165. 
creative child works. The ideas of the creative child are not 
always expressed well, but the creative child stays with it 
until the idea is polished. The idea is worked over. Thus en-
couraged the less creative child will work harder. When one of 
his ideas is accepted his spirit is buoyed in his attempt 
towards creative writing." 
What is the place of literature in a creative writing program? y 
Burrows says: 
•tneveloping sensitivity to good writing is another 
verified procedure. Classroca teachers read aloud to children 
from a variety of books so that a common store of allusions 1 
humor, and whimsey unite them in their attempts at communica-
tion with one another ••••••• " y 
Burrows concludes: 
"•••• The effect upon writing of bearing and enjo.ying good read-
ing is attested to by both researchers and by casual obersvers. 
Listening to good literature and responding to it is not copying 
or imitating of models. Rather it begets an enhancement of 
experience which the individual can app~ •" 
J/ 
B~- says: 
"The difficulty in developing creative writing with younger 
children is that they are not yet proficient in the use of the 
tools they must employ. Their natural expression is frustrated 
because for :man;y 1 man;y writing is laborious and spelling is a 
puzzle." 
4/ 
Therefore, Banf" suggests cooperative group writing as the solu-
19 
tion until the children are aware of how to express their thoughts and 
feelings in writing. From her experiences with this method she re-
ports: 
!/Alvina T. Burrows, op. cit .• , P• 20. 
Yibid.' P• 21. 
J/Mary Bany 1 "Cooperative Group Writing." Elementary English (l''ebruary 1 I955), 32:97. 
!V,Ibid. I P• 99. 
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"Cooperative group work has shown them that their thoughts 
and feelings could be expressed in writing. They learned to 
share ideas but most important they wanted to write and were not 
afraid to try." 
A problem facing the teacher in the lover grades especially is 
BUJIIIlB.rized in the following stataaent by Weary: !I 
ttin order to express ideas effectively in written communica-
tion, children need to know how to put words together into sen-
tences. They need to know how to change t.he fo1'1118 of words t.o 
suit t.he context that is needed• They need to know how t.o use 
the dictionaries and they need to know how to buUd new words 
based on elements from known words. In other words, they must 
have word power.• 
The skills required for transmit.ting ideas to writ.t.en form 
are not simple. Basica~, t.hey depend upon contirmous learning 
opportunities from which the child ~ acquire experiences t.hat 
help him understand his language. But, just as important is 
the need for a s.ystematic program of word development." 
Lack of word skills, however, is not the o~ handicap met in the 
middle and upper grades. According to Johnson:-
"The problem of helping children develop a desirable attitude 
toward the Jll&ll3" writing situations in their school day as well as 
in their out of school life is particularly difficult with some 
classes. This task facing the "teacher is one of re-education 
in an attitudinal sense. Some basic changes may be achieved as a 
result of procedures which release children from the extensive 
writing requirements of an upper grade program, which capit.a.lize 
upon experiences which have inherent possibilities for written 
expression, and which give varied and logical recognition to the 
products of the children's writing efforts." 
From her research to determine what kinds of writing experiences 
3/ 
children respond to Clark- reports t 
..... when children wrote about themselves -- their feelings and 
emotions - they responded most free~ and usually achieved 
highest quality and interest." 
ycarmen Weary, op. cit., P• 442-443. 
2/Lois v. Johnson and Mary Bany, "Changing Attitudes Toward Writing,• 
Element.!J:7 Eng].;sh (January, 19 56), 33:37. 
Jjawyn R. Clark, Writing Situations to Which Children Respond." 
Elementaey §nglish (March, 1954), 3lal52. 
y 
Noreover Clark says: 
"An objective analysis of sentence length and amount of 
subordination, wide:cy accepted marks of maturity in writing, 
indicated that children wrote longer sentenc~s and used more 
dependent clauses in their highly personal writing. 2/ . 
She- concludes: 
21 
"In the first place, perhaps, it would imp]3 that a greater 
percentage of a child's writing should be concerned with his 
personal experiences and reactions. ••••••••••••••••• 
•••• In the second place, it would seem to imply that whenever 
possible, children should be encouraged to use the personal 
approach even to impersonal material - to tell what the facts 
mean to them, to express their personal reactions." 
As a result of showing "The Hunter in the Forest," a symbolic 
and imaginative film without narration or dialogue made by the Swedish 
cameraman, Arne Sucksdorff, in 79 classrooms with over 2,000 children 
'}/ 
participating, Witty reported the following: 
"The writers wish to emphasize again their belief that the 
use of a film such as ttThe Hunter in the Forest" is an excellent 
way to stimulate creative expreesion. The diversified sensor,y 
imagery evoked by seeing the film provides the bases for a wide 
range of expression. i'hus, the film is suitable in a classroom 
in which marked differences in ability are found. In such a 
classroom, all children usually respond enthusiastically to the 
film, and the gifted as well as the less able pupUs are 
motivated to write creatively." 
4/ 
Kennedy- found the following a successful intermediate grade level 
technique: 
"In the early part of the school year the teacher began the 
writing of a highly adverturous story most of the characters of 
yn>ia., 
3/Ibid., P• 155. 
'}/Paul Witty and William :Hartin, "An Anal.ysis of Children 1 s Compositions 
Written in "Response to a Film,tt Elementary English (March, 1957) 1 34:163. 
!VJ>ora Kennedy "A Technique that Fostered Creative Writing" Elementary 
Enjlish (March, 1958) 1 35:163. 
which were members of the class. The story continued throughout 
the year. All the children were successfully worked into the 
plot. The te§cher read a chapter of the story every two or 
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three weeks. Afterwards, she would ask the class for possibilities 
for the next chapter; also she would discuss with the pupils 
problems she was encountering in developing the plot.» ••••.••••••• 
1/ 
She - continues: 
"... • There were times when the pupils wrote the subsequent 
chapter, or the teacher and the class wrote together. Many 
pupils submitted possible endings for the story." 
2/ 
This technique is adaptable and as Kenneqy- points out: 
"The teacher need not be ou~standing in creative writing in 
order to carry on such an experiment. Variations may be tried 
such as having a series of short stories instead of a continued 
story. Sections of the story may be dramatized by the pupils 
about whom a particular part was written. Obviously, story it-
self is one avenue by which the teacher may unlock the door of 
creativity in the children." 
3/ 
Cooper- discusses the use of symbolic writings 
"In •symbolic' writing the child projects his feelings into 
imaginary situations. 'Symbolic' writing is also therapeutical, 
and, furthermore, is capable of reaching children who haven't 
the courage to express in autobiographical writing such unsocial 
attitudes as, for example, resentment of a parent or sibling. 
In noting two types of literature that teachers read to children, 
( l) the true-to-life stories of everyday living and ( 2) the 
imaginative tale, we see the subject-matter parallel to two types 
of writing that children may do, ( l) auto-biographical and ( 2) 
' symbolic'•" 
4/ 
cooper continues:-
''Writing about things extraordinary and make-believe gives 
the child opportunity to '~ite out" his inner most fears and 
wishes. As a preparation for •symbolic' writing a great deal of 
imaginative literature, both old and new, may be read to the class. 
Before reading a story the teacher may make remarks which will call 
attention to structural elements in the story which she would liJl:e 
l/Ibid. 
--
V,Ibid., P• 164. 
~Jane Wilcox Cooper, op. cit., p. 21. 
W Jane Wilcox Cooper, loc. cit. 
2.3 
the childrel) to notice. Later when the class talks about how 
much fun it would be to write make-believe stories purely for 
the purpose of entertaining other children, they IDJ1Y be led to 
consideration of subject matter and theme in various ways. One 
example would be having them make, as a group, a classification 
of characters or situations they have either read about, heard 
about or made up themselves. The classification may be :made in 
somewhat the following manner: 
( 1) Scary or bad (This category provides material useful 
for the projection of fear and hate). 
(2) Good, wise, strong or beautiful (Here we find expression 
of love and symbolic fulfillment of wishes) • 
(.3) Funi\Y', dumb or silly (This category provides the 
opportunity to laugh, to make fun of things, to entertain others) •" 
The possible areas in which creative writing can be developed are 
as numerous as the resourcefulness of the teacher according to y 
Reinhardt: 
"1• Observation of nature and the seasons 
2. Motivation through pictures 
.3. The writing of group story books 
4. The preparation of scripts for radio dramatization 
5. Teacher presentation of parts of stories to be completed 
by pupils 
6. Telling tall tales 
7. Writing adventure stories from actual experiences 
8. Preparing a school newspaper 
9. Writing a class magazine 
10. Using films to enrich experience." 
Is there any place for criticism or correction in children's 
creative writings? One answer is suggested b,y the following statement 
'Y 
by Dawsont 
1~le the teacher does not criticize creative writings of 
pupils and does little to improve them directly she does note 
the pupils' writing needs and sees that the needed skills are 
dealt with as she teaches the pupils how to do their practical 
writing. Eventually the skills learned in connection with pupils 
practical writing should am will carry over into their spon-
taneous creative productions." 
ytorr&Ine Reilibardt, "The Rewards of Creative Writing," Elementary 
English (!'larch, 1957), .34:146. 
!/Mildred A. Dawson, loc. cit. 
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1/ 
Mearns,- however, sees a strategic place for criticism in a 
creative writing program. He includes it in his list of steps for 
moving forward in creative learnings 
ttAcceptance: We receive each crude product of creative effort, 
asking on13' if it is individual and sincere~ meant. That procedure 
removes fear and sets up hope of success; and it stimulates 
marvelously the ~ge to create anew. 
Approvalsa We find something to like in each effort. This is 
not just flattery 1 and it is not indiscrimanate. One Ill\lst approve 
only the original element, not the imitation of things read and 
heard or observed in the work of others. And such approvals must 
vary in :intensity and always JllUst be given sparing~. Instruction, 
meaning correction, has no discouraging place at this stage. 
Criticisms When IllU.tual trust has been set up, criticism may 
nearly always be profitable if it is associated with st-rong general 
approval; but there are two better places for criticism, the 
"low momenttt - Florence C&ne 's discovery -- when one is discour-
aged because of lack of technique, and the "cold moment", long 
after the effort when all interest is being turned into a new 
creative venture. We can stand a strong dosage of criticism in 
the cold moments without once blighting the growing creative impulse. 
The old work does not seem to be our own really. That which is now 
emerging, however, is another matter. It absorbs all our affec-
tionate interest; to criticize then is not to help rut possib~ to 
destroy. 
Indirect teachinga The best teaching in the :creative arts is 
so indirect as not to be noticed. We usual.ly make no reference 
to principles of composition and design until the perfect illus-
tration of their perfect use appears in the work of the learner. 
Then when a small group has gathered around, we point it out, 
exult over it, and give a name to it. "See how good you are1" 
is the effect of our reception." 
Should children copy over the stories they create? Definitezy not 
2/ 
says Ferebee- justifying her answer in the following statement: 
"I find it far more fruitful to exercise a child's inventive 
power in creating. new stories than to consume it in trimming and 
patching old ones. Besides, in the process of remodeling, the 
story usual.l.y dies. Furthennore, if creative writing is to have 
!(Hughes Mearns, op. cit., P• 245-246. 
5/June D. Ferebee, op. cit., P• 74. 
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integrity the child must be free to concentrate on his own story 
without having to wonder what the teacher is going to say about it." y· 
Also sharing this view Morone.y says: 
"For the child needs to know that his work will be ·received 
as he has written it, not to be rewritten or changed. It is his 
part ot him, to be given to others because he has something to 
share with them. And this listening welcoming audience 1 not the 
critical analytical one 1 is that which sends him back to try 
again and again. For as Natalie Cole has said, 'The deeper you 
dig, the better ideas you get.•• 
Because creative writing is so personal and individual in its 
nature teachers must protect and respect what the child writes. 'rhus 
2/ states: 
Burrows-
"Having a story file to preserve every scrap of story 1 even 
the barest smudgy beginning, does more to build respect for 
writing than endless copy. Indeed, there is no excuse for copying 
a story at all, except in the rare instance of putting one into 
a collection for class or library use. Regarding the story as 
the childts possession asking if we may read it to the group and 
acceptings the writer's decision is another technique which in-
sures the writer's control of his own output." 
How might the products of creative writing be used? Is it worth 
the time it takes for each child to read his own story aloud? 
-y 
Burrows says: 
11This sharing of children's stories is itself a potent 
technique for furthering story writing. When children are just 
beginning, it is often helpful for the teacher to read the story 
lending it her best dramatic quality. Hany an insignificant tale 
is saved fr011 oblivion by enthusiastic reading. For this occasion 
the listening group must also be prepared. Negative criticism 
must be forestalled and usually can be averted by making clear 
the established fact that when people are encouraged to write, 
the,y write more, and hence write better and better." 
1/}'rances M. Moroney, "The Deeper You Dig ••••• •" Elementary English 
[March, 1956), 33:168. 
2/Alvina Trent Burrows, "Children Writing, A Heritage in Education," 
Elementary English (October, 1955) 1 32:387. 
3/Virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, eds. Children and the 
Language Arts, Prentice-Hall,Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.Y., 1955, p. 227. 
6. Values of Creative Writing 
Is creative writing worth the time and effort it obviousl,y con-
sumes? Authorities stro~ believe it is. 
According to Girdon: 
"The teacher today finds creative writing one of the most 
valuable mediums of free-expression. Through writing the child 
relates meaning.ful experiences of his own choosing." 
2/ 
Because creative writing is enlightening Girdon- says: 
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"The teacher ma~ times found understanding of a child's 
attitude through reading his stories. In macy instances she knew 
better how to help the child. She also found a closer feeling 
developing between herself and the child who had taken her into 
his confidence." 
3/ 
Hildreth- summarizes the value of creative writing thus: 
"Creative expression in a~ art for.m reveals the child's 
personality, his originality, his individuality. One purpose 
in encouraging free expression in writing is to give children 
outlets for feeling, spontaneous creativity with ideas expressed 
in words in a medium available to everyone. The child• s stored up 
ideas become the chief source of creative writing effort. 
4/ 
To those concerned prima~ with results Hildreth-would add: 
"The best writing is coming from the schools where the most 
free writing is done, where children are encouraged to put their 
original ideas on paper." 
5/ 
Tidyman believes:-
"In both written and oral creative endeavor the same purposes 
are served: intensive experiencing, close observation, originality 
I7Mary Bowers Girdon, "I Like to Write,n Elementarz English (November, 
!954), 31:399-400. 
~Ibid. 1 P• 401. 
3/Gertrude H. Hildreth, "Interrelationship Between Written Expression 
iind other Language Arts," Elementary Englis..E_ (January, 1954), 31:45. 
W,Ibid. 
,2/Willard F. Tidyman, op. cit., P• 123. 
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and freedom of expression, and the enjoyment of ideas that are 
beaut~ expressed. Creative writing, moreover, broadens the 
acquaintance with, and lays a fourxiation for, the enjoyment of 
literature, which is perhaps its primary goal; it increases 
sensitivity to and capacity for the enjoyment of beauty in people 
and things and adds somewhat to the ability to express oneself in 
clear vigorous, descriptive and entertaining language." 
When children select creative writing themselves to express their 
1/ 
ideas and feelings,· Burrows says t-
ttMa~ of the stories that children write for their personal 
pleasure are prompted b,y an inner urge rather than external com-
pulsion; it works marked changes in the thinking and feeling 
of the young writers. It stirs and stretches their imagination, 
it develops a sense of ease in handling language, and it encour-
ages the desire to make words say what they want them to say." 
The personal satisfaction experiences in creative writing is sum-
marized b,y Buckley: Y 
"When we accept a child• s story, we are accepting him, ful-
filling in part one of the primary goals of education. 
When we read his story to the group, we are giving him status, 
fostering good feelings among the listeners, and providing oppor-
tunities to learn respect for anothers thoughts and ideas. 
The writer himself builds confidence in himself as a worth-
while person who can 1do things' • He experiences the satisfaction 
. of seeing his thoughts and feelings transmitted into form. 
The writer is given one more avenue of communication with 
the people of his world through the magic power of words. The 
whole world of literature opens before him, and he knows -- be• 
cause he is one - of the particular gift of self which the story-
teller gives." 
3/ 
Hall-points out the correlation of creative writing with other areas 
in language arts z 
"The rewards of creative writing are numerous and valuable and 
reach into many fields. Vocabulary development is increased, and 
the children gain greater poise from reading their work:. Discussion 
develops their ability to reason and interpret, to examine their own 
l/Alv:ina Burrows, et al. They All Want to Write, Prentice, Hall, Inc. 
New York, 1952, PP• 85-86. 
5( Helen E. Buckley, op. cit., P• 164. 
:ijRobert D. Hall, op. C,it.,. P• 164. 
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thoughts and feelings, and to obsene and record accurately. 
Even those children who may never learn to express themselves 
very we.ll will develop a greater appreciation for their world." 
A child may use creative writing as an 8JII.Otional outlet releasing 
!I inner steam and preuure to gain inner peace according to Applegate. 
"1hinking things through with the fingers is infinite]Jr 
better for an individual than brooding. Our way of life -- while 
it offers much in the way of release -- offers little in the way 
of creative expression, which rests as it tires. 8 y 
i'herefore, Applegate continues: 
"A teacher who judges the efficacy of creative writing b,y 
what. it has da. to the writer will uee entire]¥ different stan .. 
dards for judging writing than a teacher who is engrossed in the 
writing aa an end in itself. 
Creative writing helps children to discover their own capa-
bilities. Tbe fev gifted writen in your room will write whether 
given a chance or not. The lllajority of children will not be in-
terested in writing unless you, their teacher are interested." 
Again, the value of creative writing as a quaai projective technique 
3/ 
is explained by Floyd:-
" •••••• •m&I\Y children will aay in writing what they would 
never reveal in oral expression. Since there is always the fear 
of writing something displeasing to the teacher, it takes maxv 
attempts at writing for same children before there is a free flow 
of ideas and thoughts. Once children have attained this free and 
relaxed feeling in writing they reveal m&I'\Y" causes of disturbances 
in their lives." 
The writer beliews, however, that the utmost care muet be exercised 
. by the classroom Teachere in interpreting children's behavior from 
creative writing and that special training would be necessary to do so. 
!±/ 
Yet, as Floyd points out: 
1/kauree ApPligate, gp. cit., P• 2-3. 
Y,Ibid., P• 3. 
_b'wallace c. FloTd, "Creative Writing•. A Key to Mental Hygiene, 
El••nt&lz English (February, 1958), 35:104. 
l!f.Ibid. 
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"By leading a child to write creative:cy the teacher can under-
stand the impact that his environ.nt has on his life. You cannot 
understand a child apart fran such environmental factors as 
television, movies, c<Bic books 1 radio, story books and general 
home conditions. These are part and parcel of his world. Through 
}4.s writing he reveals to what extent he is influenced by' any one 
or qy all of these factors.• 
According to Reinhardt: !I 
"Creative writing, ltka other arts, provides the teacher with 
material for better understanding of the indiVidual. But more 
than that, and perhaps of greater importance, creative writing 
can provide a release for pant up emotions. It is an integral 
part of our qatem of cOJP!IImication. To be able to transmit our 
thoughts 1 our desires 1 our interpretations to others is an art 
worth;y of serious consideration." y . 
Also, Rienbardt says: 
• •••••••• when writing becomes a jo;yous shared experience, 
it is usually accompanied b,y a realisation of the need for clear 
hand writing, accurate spelllng, and correct punctuation. Thus 
creative writing becomes a means to improving basic skills." 
3/ 
Smith- believest 
"Creative expression in the language arts also furnishes 
emotional outlet for the jo;ys and frue~trations children normally 
experience. In the realm of illlagination the;y can be what the;y 
want to be, ;ret cannot quite achieTe. In creative and imaginative 
ways, they can respond to the world of nature, of animals, and of 
home and school. The;r can escape from the routine existance of 
daily lite, or the;y can COMe to grips with it.tt 
The value of creative writing in todays schools is summarized in 
Witty's statements 
"The importance of creatiTe endeavor is somewhat generalq 
recognized at the present time as an antidote for mazv phrases of 
our mechanized culture in which individual expression is often 
subordinated to pursuits associated with purchased recreation 
!JLorraine Re!iihardt, loc. cit. 
!/Ibid., P• 147 • 
¥virgU E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, eds., op. cit. P• B. 
!VPaul Witty, op. cit., P• 139. 
and entertainllent via mass media. In fact, some educators assert 
that creative expression is a requisite today for desirable 
developmeut., effective personal adjustment and good mental health 
in youth and children. • 
c&.Pl'll III 
PLAlf or !BE STUDI 
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Introduction.- The purpose et taia atwtr vae to evaluate five 
.thode of atiaulatiDg creatiw vrit.iD& in grade three. Fiw lessoDB 
plaDa ••re .. clnelQpeel j;o include tlle follawiDg aotivatioDal. technique&: 
(1) The atruct.ved. aituation 
(2) The uee of,.~ptcturee 
(.3)-"lbe u•~ of objeota 
( 1..~ .- Literatv.N•.-tairy atone• 
( S) Real .. people;Tthe c~ )Fnw 
It vas hoped that these leaaqp voUcJ ~release the flow of ideaa 
etiaula~»fFere&t:LYe VritiD& and that the experience would be enjoyable 
ud aatiat)ina. tor eacll o4Ud. On ~ followi.ng papa are detailed 
plana for each leaaon~e 
( 1) Leason Plan f•_. the Structured Situation 
Ob.1!•ive!•-- 1.~ To lay' the f~tion for creatiYe writin&• 2. To 
.alee vritiDCn,~ble aDd aati~DC experi.uce for each cbild. 
Materlalaa ... 'l'hree or four ••ruturecl aituationsJ ld.Jieograph a 
cow for each child or write ijae three aituatiODB on the black-boant, 
(Prior to tb1s l.eaaoa seve~ atrtloturecl aitu.tioua ahoul.d haft been 
worked out topther with 'tlobe ol.pa) • 
Procedure:-- Tbe firat 4&7 
1. Read OYer the three situatiooa with the cla8s raising questions 
tbout each for uaaplea 'WJlo Jli.Pt be there? Where could the ato1"7 be 
bappeDiDg? WbJ' is ~· happeu1.Da1 How did he or she look? How did he 
or 8he f•l? etc. Oet &D8Wel'8 fer aa.e ot these queatioWIJ l.eaw othera 
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to be &DBVerecl in the stor;y. Stress that the;y are tree to change &IV' 
words tbey wish. 
2. Ask cbild.ren to ehooae OM situtioa to write about. Say's 
The stoey has been partl.1" pl&DD8d tor J'OUJ you are tilling iD the detaUs. 
Jut what vUl happen and how the st.or;y aDds is up to 7ou • 
.3. Be c•pleteq a'Y&ilaltle to help with speJ.l.iDa or encourage thea 
it Daceesary as thq work. 8&7 HTe~ tiaua "Dontt worry about 
spell.1ng1 Spell the word.& the way t.11e7 sQU.IId to 7ou or you can ask •·• 
Let thea work tor a halt an hour or so then collect the papers. 5&1'1 
"i 1lill leaft these papers on .,. clesk. We will work on thea again 
tcaorr•, but it ;you haTe so. tiM bet ore then, you may come &Dd get 
;your paper." 
Second da;yt 
1. Fiaish Vl"itiDg the stort••• 
Third d&Tt 
1. Han children proof read in pairs. The writer reada (aottq) 
his stor;y to his partner. His partaer looks on aDd helps •lee correo• 
tiona 1n capitalisation and panctution. Collect stories. 
Fovth day: 
1. cow ~·r stories J this is opt10Dal.. The tille uy be devoted 
to sbariDg iutead. 
Fitth da;ys 
1. Share stories. A few chi l.dren _,. prefer the teacher or an-
other child to read their stor;y • Be 8\11"8 that the chUdren \UJderataDd. 
their responaibil1t7 as the audieaoe to be polite and retrain troa 
ll&lc\.Di &IV' cr1t1ciaa. They _.,., however, be looking tor good tbings 
abou.t the story to •ut.ion .Drifatq atter it baa been read. 
Structured Situations r aa.e 8Jllllpl8a 
The Fight 
late ia t.he atteraoon 
•iJld:ina Gllm buaiDesa 
biapr boT puchea 
roll all over street 
both pt tired 
shake :buds 
Fu.t.aatia 
Sat'W:'dq aorn:l.D& 
tiM to bake 
T!71Da new recipe 
stirri.DC aud at.irriJI.a 
cake grwa ld.ager ud biger unt.U 
Tbe Viaitor 
aick 1D beet 
bored ad reatlau 
hears a tuv Yoice 
looks all owr roca 
ti.Jv' fairy .1•pa on bed 
ta1r;r p-ants wish 
The Measaa• 
cold wiater eveDiDa 
tap on wi.Ddaw pane 
looka o•t 
elt appear& 
elt ai 'f'88 ..... 
The Little Elt 
bitter cold and ~ daT 
trud&ea through the &DOll 
sees t~ elt freeaina 
reaches down to help hill 
elt pre•• reward 
The Lost RiDa 
gold I'1Dg wit.h blue atoM 
lost on vq to store 
ai'ftSup 
thaD 088 dq' 
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The Vanishing Mittens 
beautiful red wool m1 ttens 
found in snow bank 
warm and just the right size 
wears them 
disappear inside 
re-appear inside 
{ 2) Lesson Plan for the Use of Pictures 
Objectives:-
1. To release the flow of ideas stimulating creative writing. 
2. To make writing an enjoyable and a satisfying experience 
for each child. 
Materials:- Pictures mounted on oak tag; provide one for each 
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child. Pictures might be selected on the basis of experiences familiar 
to children or because of some intriguing element in the picture which 
suggests a story. Pictures may be distributed at random or selected 
b,y children individua~. The first method is faster, of course. 
Previous to this lesson, some discussion might be done with other 
ictures stressing what happened before the picture and what will 
obably happen after it. 
Procedure: The first day 
1. "Let's do one together." Select a picture. question children 
s to what has gone on before the picture was 1 snapped'. Get a variety 
f responses. Next discuss what might happen after the picture. Again 
et a number of responses. 
2. Distribute pictures. Say "Something has gone on before your 
icture was snapped by a camera. You might start your story there; 
ow far you want to go back is up to you. Or instead, perhaps you want 
o tell what is going to happen after your picture has been taken." 
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.). "'oa "aT start. There is pleat7 .o£ t.iae to think £or a while 
first. Dontt vorrr about spellinc• Spell the words the wq they sOUDd 
to f/IV. or it ya •ed help, ask •• • . 
4. After the children han stanac.t to write be compl.ete]J available 
to help with spelling or encourage tbrough questions those having dit-
ticult:y. 
!he seccmd ct.,. 
1. FiD:l.sh vritiDg stories. 
The third dq 
1. Proo£ read in pairs. eow over stories. 
The tourth and fifth days 
1. Share the stories. 
(3) Lesson Plan tor the Uae ot Objects 
Objectifts: 
1. To release tlw t1ov ot icieas stiaul.atiDg creati'Ye writing. 
2. To •ke writing an enjop.ble and a satisfying experience 
tor each child. 
Materials:- The following list ot -11 objects which may be either 
on baud. or which ean be brought in by the children: 
box ot stars 
birthday e&Ddles 
oaapaip buttons 
artificial novara 
pieces ot ri'bbon, cloth, or ;yarn 
ticket stubs 
road apa 
sm.. magnet 
sm. mirrors 
sm. plastic animals 
a compact or small purse 
pieces of costume jewelry 
old photographs 
a compass 
sm. flash light 
sm. plastic trucks, cars, planes, boats, ate. 
sm. sea shells or rocks 
keys 
canceled stamps 
feathers 
dolls clothes or dishes 
odd gloves 
broken watch 
addressed envelopes 
sm. sized empty boxes 
ETC. ETC. 
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In other words almost anything which is unbreakable and small 
enough to be placed on the child'• desk and has interest for him can be 
used. 
Procedure:-- The first day 
1. Arrange objects on a large table or desk before the lesson 
to arouse curiosity. Allow children to examine and hardle them. 
2. Say: "Have you been wondering what all these things are 
" 
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for? After you have chosen one object, I will tell you." Call children 
up to table in groups of three or £our. 
3. Then select one object yourself and begin informally to 
weave a story around it; get suggestionB from the class about possible 
characters, settings, and plots. Discuss possible endings to the 
various situations. This will take about 20 minutes. 
4. Then say "You are going to make a story using the object 
you chose. The object may be the most important thing in your story or 
it My come just at the beginning or the end of your story. You decide 
how you want the object to fit into your story. You may start aey time 
you are reaey. I will help you with spelling if you like, but its not 
really important until the story is finished." 
5. If' a child is having great trouble starting, allow him to 
choose another object if this will help him. Do not encourage exchanging 
objects otherwise though, because too much time is wasted. Most children 
will be satisfied with their first selection. 
The second day 
1. Finish writing the stories. 
The third day 
1. Proof read in pairs. Copy over stories. 
The fourth and fifth days 
1. Share stories 
(4) Lesson Plan for the Usa of Fairy Stories 
Obje ctii ves1 
1. To release the flow of ideas stimulating.creative writing. 
2. To make writing an enjoyable and a satisfying experience 
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for each chil4. 
Materials:-- ~son's !!m ~ D,y Hans Christian A.ndersen 
(traDal& ted by Mrs. E. V. Lucas and,..,. H. B. Paul, Grosset & DuDlap, 
lew York, 1945) • The followi.Jia stories were selected to be read to the 
olus owr a two wek period.: 
The Tinder Box 
!he l'aperor • s Hew Clothes 
!he Red Shoes 
The Little Hatch Girl 
2be PriDcess ud the Pea 
The Garden o1: Paradise 
Procedure:- 1. Read aloud dailr tor lS to 20 ld.mltes at the eiJd 
of the aoming and sc::.etiaes qain tor about the aaae period. at the en4 
of the attemoon depellding on the leqtb ot the story and the interest 
aD1 attention apen ot the clue. Read purelJ' tor enj01J118nt and. relaxa-
tion. Explain vocabula17 onq. when necessary to the understanding of 
the story • Because interest 18 high during this t:ill8, JII&DT other fai17 
stories uy be brought in froa the libra17 br the cb:lldren to be read 
i.Ddepenc:tentl¥. .ll8o faiey stories !rca baeal read.ers can be used in 
group read1 ng lessons. 
(Hom: Working ia pairs good readers M7 enjoy preparing a list of 
titles of fair7 stories using 'Dooks !rca the clanrooa or those found 
h.- and ia pablic libraries. !M list_,.. be ccapUed by the teacher 
and ld.aeograpbed. for the class.) 
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2. Atter this inteuiYe preparation, the tollowi.Dg week the 
ah1ldren begiR t.U own t&ir,y atoriN. DviDg wr1 ti.Jlg periods the 
teacher ahoulcl be coaplete.q aY&ilable. Illuatratiou ot i.ndiYidual 
ltoriea can be encouraged eapeci.aJ.lT to those baT.lng ditticult)r get ti.Dg 
ideu organised. 
The tiret daf 
1. Say "You are going to -.ke up your own tair;y stol")"e You may 
work agio, aaat apella, perhaps reaou a Dealltitul princess, or it 
you•re a girl marry a priDCe, lift in a castle, go to a ball, talk to 
elfts and tairies, escape troa a viok8cl witch or &iant. Let sc:aething 
very -zing, wol'Jd.ertul., or Yery BO&r'J' happen to 7011.1" 
'!'he second and third days 
1. Continue with tae wri:t.i.Dc. 
!be toart.h day 
~. Proot read in pairs. OoP7 ewer stories. 
Tba titth c:lq 
1. .Begin ahariDg stories. More tiM v1ll pro'bab]J be Deeded 
tor this the tollowiD1(3e•k becauae t.bia type ot story tends to be 
aore iRvolY&Cl aDd th11s longer. 
( 5) Leason Plan tor DeMriptiODa ot People 
Objectiws: 
1. !o release the tlw ot ideas atiaulati.Dg creatiTe writing. 
2. !o aake writing an e»JOJ&ble and a aatisty.Lng experience 
tor each ch:Ucl. 
Materials:- HaTe each ch1lAl briBg in a-u snap shot ot ac.e 
...-r ot his tud.q or sc.eoDe he kDGwa well. 
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Procedure:-- The first day 
1. ~: •Have you been wondering what you are going to do 
with your picture. What is that person real.l.y like? The picture tells 
us so:mething about what the pe:raon looks like. 1-!hat things can we tell 
fraa the picture?• ~ize, what face looks like, hair, type of clothes, 
etc. will be mentioned by the children.J · •But this is not everything 
you know about this person, is it?• 
2. Write these questions on the board: 
( 1) What does this person do most of the time? 
( 2) What things does he or she like to do for fun? 
(3) What does he or she do for you or for other people? 
(4) What do you like best about this person? 
(5) Tell about something (fUilll1' or serious) that happened to this 
person. 
"These questions are merely to help you if you get stuck. I want 
you to make a word picture about the person in your snap shot. Tell 
everything you think is important about the person. When you have 
finished, if you like, you can pin your story up on the bulletin board. 
Above the stories I will put the snap shots. Then later we can guess 
which story goes with which snap shot." 
3. Let the children work for a half hour or so. Be com-
pletely available to help during this time. 
The second day 
l. Finish writing the stories. 
The third day 
1. Proof read in pairs. Then stories may be copied over or this ~ 
be dol18 on the following day. Reco.P1'1Dg is optional, however. 
The fourth and f:l.tth days 
1. Share the stories. 
3. The Procedure 
Selection.!! ~ fOEU];atioua- Twenty seven pupil.B tra grade 
three participated iR this experiaent. They were pupUs attending a. 
public aohool iD r.abridge, Maaeacbusetta. 
Prel1•1DIL!7 'testiD&r- lD the prelild.nary testing pupils were 
clirected. to write about &IV' subject they wished. There vas no dis• 
cussion ot poaaible topics or use of &19' other aotiYational techniques. 
!he teacher 41d, however 1 aasist vith spelliag. 
Sehe~c-- The week atter tbla ird.tial teat, the first in the 
aeries ot fin lessons began and lasted o• week, Each of the following 
lessons also laltted ODB week acept for the fourth lesson which took 
two veeka. When the fiTe lessona vere c•pleted, a final test vas 
ada,niatered.. Again the chUdren were tree to write on an;y subject; no 
•otiw.tioDILl -teolmiq• vas UHCie 
EYaluationa- All of the stories wre then scored usiDg the Anderson y 
ScalAt (see · A.ppe:adix}. Orig:t oali fiT 1 vocabUary 1 organisaiion and elabor-
atiTe vritiDa •re the four criteria for this naluation. Technical 
sld.lla such as pgnctuation, capitalisation and spell.iDg were not 
aeasurecl but, errors were noted for foll01r up lessons in the language 
arts. 
1/ileanor M. I.ideraon1 et. al., loc. cit. 
- --
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CIW'fBR IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DAT.l 
1. Introd.uction 
The P\U"POH ot this atlJdT as to detel'llina the aount ot iaproYe-
•nt in childrea• • o~it:i,o:ne as .., nnlt of using different aoti-
'f1Lt1onal. techniques. 
2. Deacl'iption of tbe StudT 
FiYe leasou nn prepand. tor grade three. Each resul.ting CC*• 
. 1/ 
position vas rated using the Andaraon- Scale which naluatea originality, 
vocabulal7, orpnintion, &!d elaberati:re tllinki.Dg. 
'!'be data nre au.qsed to detel"Jiiae s 
1. · The aipificanee ot the diftereme between the scores on 
t~ pretest &Dd. score on the tiDal test. 
2. Tae aip.Uiuaoe of tbe difference . between each of the 
aotiv.atioD&ltechaiques. 
.3. Data 
Table cme 8h01ra the aean clif'tereuce between ocapoaitiona written 
before the five weeks of teaolli.Dg ud thoae vri tten at the close ot the 
atlJdT. 
Tabla I. A. Comparison of Mean Scores tor Pre and Poet C~oaition. 
COilposition 
•• Mean S.D. S.E. Ditt. S.E. c.R. M. Ditf. 
First 12 4.58 .3.2 
·91 
.3.25 1.41 2 • .30 
Last 12 7.8.3 .3.4 1.0.3 
yn.anor M. Anderson, et al., ~· ill• ·• 
"' 
An enwinatioa of table o:ne ahon a difference ot 3.2$ points 
between ..ana. 1'td.a difference Jielda a critical ratio of 2 • .30 which 
4J 
1a aignitioant at the fiYe percent lne1 and shows that the fiTe lessons 
were detiniteq iDtl.uential in :l.apZ'O'f'ina the ebi1drell8 • writing. 
In order to fiDel wlwther the reaults produced frCJIIl the fi'ft motin-
tioDB differed, the Mana were ecapared for the various VP&• of lesson. 
Table two shows a c-.pariaon of •an scores on c~poaitiona frca 
Structured aud Picture Motintions. 
Table II. A Ccaparison of Mean Scores oa Coapositiou Resulting froa 
struct\lJ'M and Picture Motintions 
Ccaposition N. Mean S.D. S.E. Ditf. S.E. 
M. Ditf. 
Structured 12 8.83 4.0 1.21 
2.17 1.71 
Pictures 12 6.66 4.0 1.21 
c.R. 
1.26 
i'be difference between aeana is 2.17 which results in a critical 
ratio of 1.26 which is DOt 8tatiscal.J¥ significant, but is in favor of 
Table three caparea aean ccapoai tion scores resulting from 
Structured and Object MotiTationa. 
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Table III. A C•pariaon o! Mean Scores on Coapositiona Raaulting frca 
Stracturecl aDd Object Motivations 
Coaposition H. Mean S.D. S.E. Di!f'. S.E. C.R. 
M. Dif'f'. 
Structured 12 8.83 4.0 1.21 
1.7.$ 1.60 1.09 
Objects 12 7.08 3.S 1.06 
The ditf'erence in -.n scores 1. 7S which yields a critical ratio 
of 1.09. '.rhia critical ratio is not atatisticalq significant, but ia 
in f'aTor ot the Structur.d lesson. 
'l'a'ble tour cc.pares •an scores on ea111positions trca Structured and 
Faiey Stories aotiTations. 
Tabla IV • A Coaparison ot Mean Scor.s on Strw:tured and Fair;y Stories 
Motivations 
Coaposition N. Mean S.D. S.E. Di!f. S.E. 
M. Ditf. 
Structured 12 8.8.3 4.0 1.21 
1.42 1.4.$ 
Fairy Stories 12 10.2.$ 2.7 .81 
c.R. 
.97 
An eua'Jnation of' the above table shows that the aeana 011 the two 
tTP&a of' le1sona were ~ 1.~ poillta different. The critical ratio 
.97 iB not 1tatisticall7 aigniticant, but it is in favor of' Fair;y 
stories. 
Tabla fiw COilpares the ltructured. aotiTation with that concerned 
with real people. 
" 
~ 
Table V. A Comparison of Mean Scores on Structured and Real People 
MotiY&tiODB 
Ccapoaition •• Mean S.D. S.E. Ditf • S.E. M. Dif'f. 
Structurecl 12 8.83 4.o 1.21 
0 1.57 
Real People 12 8.8.3 .3.3 1.00 
C.R. 
--
!he 118&118 on these two typea of aotintiona were identical. There 
is no sisDificanoe between the reaulta of these two types of lesson. 
TabU 11. A C•pariaon ot Mean SCOJ"ea ReBUlting fraa Compositions 
written to Picture• and Objects 
CGapositiOD If. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
M. Diff. 
Pictures 12 6.66 4.0 1.21 
.42 1.89 .22 
Object& 12 7.08 J.S 1.06 
... 
The &all clitt'erenoe ill-Mana of .42 )"ielcla a critical ratio of 
.22 which is not statist.ical.J¥ sipitieant and is so 1011 tbat it iDdi• 
cates alaost equal results 
Tabl8 VII. A C..,ariacm of Mean Ccapofi tion Scoru Resulting frca 
Picturea aDd J'air,r Stories 
Ccapoaition N. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff, S.E. 
M. Diff. 
P:Letures 12 6.66 4.0 1.21 
3.59 1.45 
Fairy Stories 12 10.2$ 2.7 .81 
c.R. 
2.47 
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The dittarence between aeans ot 3.59 7ield8 a critical ratio of 
2.47. ThiB critical ratio statiati~ si&n1ficant at the five percent. 
level and taYora the Fairy Stories technique. 
Table VIII. A caparison of Mean Coaposition scores Resulting troa 
Pict\U'U and Real People MotiYation 
Composition Mean ' · S~D. S.E. Ditt. S.E. C.R. 
Pictures 
Fair7 S~ri.es 
12 
12 
4.0 
M. Ditt. 
1.21 
2.17 le38 
1.00 
'!'he dif'terenoe between ae&DB ia 2.17 resulting in _a critical ratio' 
, ot 1.38 which is not atat.1atiaal.q s~aiticant 'btlt taYors R8al People. 
Table II. A eo.parison of Mean C.,Oiitioa Scores Resulting tr• Objaet 
·and F&irT Stories MotiY&tiOD 
Ccaposition N. Mean 
Objects 12 7.08 
F&1r7 Stories 
S.D. S.E. 
M. 
1 .• 06 
.81 
Ditt. S.E. C.R. 
Ditt. 
.3.17 1.67 
The dit!eruce ot 3.17 reaultiD& ill a critical ratio ot 1.89 which 
approaches the liTe percent laftl, lnlt is not statistical.q Bi&nificaat. 
The dittereDOe ia in f&YOr ot F&ir.r Stories. 
!able I. A Ccaparison ot Mean Scores on Ccapoaitiona Renlting troa 
Objects and Real. People MotiYationa 
N. S.D. 
12 8.08 .3.5 
1? R.R1 1.1 
S.E. 
M. 
1.06 
1 .00 
Ditt. S.E. C.R. 
Ditt. 
1.46 
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!he dit'ference 'between the M&U 18 1.75 which results in a critical 
ratio ot 1.19 which is not atatisticalJT sisnifieant, but is 1n faTor 
of the Real People utintioD&l. teclmiqu. 
Table :n. A Coaparison of Meaa Scores on Coapositi0ll8 Resulting froa 
Objects 8Dd Real People Jlotintions. 
Ccllpollition 
•• 
Mean S.D. s.~. Dif'f. S.E. 
M. Ditf. 
Fairy Stories 12 10.25 2.7 81 
1.42 1.29 
Real People 12 8.8.3 3.3 1.00 
!he ditfere•• between the ..an is 1.29 which yields a ·critical 
ratio of 1.10. This critical ratio u aot • t.atiatical.q signiticant, 
but is in faTor of the lesson uing Fairy stories. 
c.a • 
1.10 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONSLUSIONS 
1. Introduction 
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The purpose of this study was to evaluate five methods of stimulat-
ing creative writing in grade three. 
2. Description of the Stuqy 
Five lessons were prepared and used with 27 children in the third 
grade. The compositions were rated on the Anderson Scale in order to 
determine the amount of growth between the pretest and the final teat 
and also to compare the results of each lesson. 
3. Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the 
data: 
1. The five exercises were successful in improving children's 
writing. The difference between mean scores for the beginning and end 
compositions resulted in a critical ratio of 2.30 which is statistically 
significant at the five percent level. 
2. A comparison of mean composition scores between Picture and 
Fairy Stories techniques resulted in a critical ratio of 2.47 which is 
statistically significant at the five percent level in favor of the 
Fair,y Stories technique • 
.3• All comparisons other than that described in #2 above were not 
statistica~ significant and showed the various techniques produced 
very similar results. 
4. Listing mean composition scores in order from the highest to 
the lowest one notes the following positions. 
( 1) Fai17 Stories 
( 2) structured. aDd IHl. People 
(3) ObJecta 
(b) Pioturea 
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1'hese do aot taU in an order corresponding to their place in tlw 
preaeut.ation. 
L.. Illplicatiou tor Teacben 
1'he foUGid.Dg iatonaal. coaclwsiona based oa oMerrations u.de D7 
the author duriDg tld.a atuq were: 
( 1) When aotin:teci, II08t Gt the chilc:lreD enjo;jed creative 
writing. 
(2) A tn children who nre h&Ddicapped by la.Dguage prob1eu, 
the ajor oM 'beiag apelliDfh were aD:W to participate by uaing 
•secretaries• to dictate their storiea to. 
(3) Althota&h the variou ut.ivational teclmiques auggested 
topics or providecl truework tor tile stories, the children were not 
l1a1te4 in vbat they wished to expl'N8J they were encouraged to write 
aDORt au;ytbiDg thq wished. 
(b) .&.a coDticleDie aad akill &rW 1 scae childrea choae i.Dde· 
pendent vriti.Dc in their tree tt.. Storie& were alao written at h-
by sau. 
( S) Di~t1oD&r7 sld.lla were neoesstul:LT introduced 1D the 
f1rat read1 ag croup (and later the seooai) to help conquer the spelling 
problem. 
( 6) Tho• aoat akUltul. 1n the uae ot the cH.otioD&l'f were 
cleaignatecl "apel.l.iag lwlpera• and a1cled those baviDg ditficult7 when the 
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teacher was not immediately available thus reducing the frustration slow 
learners or those with language problems meet. 
(7) In culnrl.nating this study it was decided to "publish" a 
collection of the stories in magazine form; this activity provided 
further motivation for writing as well as a use for the stories completed. 
( 8) Many of the chil~~n became more sensitive to word mean-
ing and skillful in using descriptive words. 
(9) Most of the children's writing revealed new facets of 
their personalities• ~he teacher sometimes was ·aided in better under-
standing the effect of their home environment. 
(10) In varying degrees for same children the writing provided 
an emotional outlet; they were able to express their side school or home 
conflicts or set themselves up as heroes and heroines. 
(11) In general there was evidence of a greater appreciation 
of literature br the increased number of librar.y books brought in and 
shared. 
(12) Reading the children'• stories aloud also increased un-
derstanding of what constituted good story telling as well as establish-
ing each person's right to express himself. 
(1.3) It was possible to determine what language skills were 
needed either br the class or individuals and to set up drill in these 
areas accordingly. 
(14) other areas iiN'olving writing (for example book reports 
and letters) showed corresponding improvement especially toward the end 
of the study. 
APPIHDIX 
y 
The Anderaoa Scale used to eval:a.-te caBpositions: 
SCALI lli • FIXA.L SCALE 
Origi.Dality 
Definition-:. An original co11p0aition contains unusual thoughts 
&Jr3/or \1.Dique arranceaenta Of OJ'd1Dal7 Words to give fresbneas to 
a cc.aon idea. 
Rate 3 it tbe cc:apoeition contains the following: 
unique different or l1D8XJ!!cted ideas or words arranged 
'£h#11jliG!t to produce Ul uauiiil effect. 
individual iaterpretations of ordil'laey thoughts 
new waye of tel.liDg &CII8tbing 
1U1U8ual placeMnt ot words 
frelh iDt.erpretation of an old idea by unusual play 
on words or word order 
Rate 2 it the c<~~position contaiJ:Ia the foUOifi.D&: 
Rate l it the composition contains the following: 
Rate 0 it the c011position contai.DB the follawiag: 
conventicmal idea&J c---.pl&ce word patterns. 
!fEleanor H. A.Dderaon, et al., ~· ~· 
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SCALE ni • FIIlL SCAlE 
.. 
vocabula17 
DefiD:ltiont Use of word.a to gprese a particular thought or idea. 
Rate 3 it the ccapoaition contaiDa tlle following: 
a variety of cletr! preci8e wOl'da and ~ deacrip-
tiw aiiC'iliLl w •• . 
words that appeal to the 88DM8 
choice aelecti~ words which develop shades o! ieaning 
actio• clearq aholm by ue ot specific word.& 
syncmps and antOUJilB which enbance word picture& 
color£111, pictv.reiM{\le, etfectiw aiailea· and/or 
•t.aphon 
Rate 2 U the cGapOBition contaiae the follcnriu&a 
words that are adequate]{ deacript,ive but lack overall 
ucelliiice. 
sporadic use of ~Tid words or pbraaea· 
aoae &ood. aiailes a"DDi/or ut.aphora 
Rate 1 if the ccapoaition contai.Ds the followiDgt 
ea. appropriate words 111th little varietz of word choice. 
W1"f few deacriptift or picture worda 
CO.OD OYel'lforkecl Jdail•a and/or •ta}ilora 
word.s ~hat proclue "f&gae ilapreaeiona 
R&te 0 it the ccapoeition oontaias the fol.lowinca 
, . 
onl{ oca~oaplace worda wit.lwv.t varietl• 
trite, ~fectiw, d1ll1 word.a which are IIODOtonou 
SCALI In •· FIIAL SCALI 
Organisation 
Detinitiona Organisation ia the Mq\18ntial arrug&Mnt ot ideas. 
Rate 3 it the cc:apoeiticm coutaiu the following: 
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colltiauitr and logical elaar alT!LDpJI!nt o! relevant thou.ghta. 
no irreleY&Dt cietai.l8 
bu.i.l.cl-up ot ideas e.:xactl;r sui table to express aoocl ot 
sto17 
a1A iciea hJ.ll' expresaecl 
aU Jd.nor ideas nppening •jor idea 
Rate 2 1t tae o•poeiticm coataiu tile fol.l.GwiDg: 
ll&1n idea clear~i; but relevant thO\lfbts lack 
eont1i1d'tz ana.·~ c ar arraupent. 
DO irreleYUt ideaa 
no couistenq in 'build-up of ideas that express aocxi 
created 
Jl&in idea tul.l7 ~ssed 
s01l8 a1nor ideas poorl7 arr&1'Jg8Ci 
Rate 1 U the co.poaition coataiDa the .toUCJVinga 
a main 1d.ea with sa. irreleYUt id.eu. 
rel.n'ant ideas poorq deftloped ud illogical.q arranged 
jllllb-led. arrana•ent ot thoughts which detract fraa aood 
important el•ents ot co.position placed where they are 
least etfectift 
Rate 0 it the o•poaition cGBtains the following: 
OYarall iaf!!S&ion ot clisorder lJecaue of 1llogical ••SU!•• 
Ollaeai. 
ciisorgud.setl., aeed.less digression 
il'l'eleftllt uterial aare pr0111•ut tben topic 
llinor ideas dwartiac u.jor ideas 
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SCIJ.& III - J'IHA.L SCAlE 
JQabQr&tin WritiDg 
Detinitiont Elaborati't'8 vriti.Da 1s an abuDdance ot appropriate:Q" 
related id.eae tl.1lentq upreued. 
Rate J 1t the ecapesition coataiu the followings 
a walth of ideu which have depth, scope1 and tee;Lin§. 
full treataent ot the subject tb.roqh Ulple, unres-
tra1De4 cletaU. whieh give clarit7 and color 
aseoeiat.ed. ideas vbich are ~ developed. and follow 
each other euiq aDd nat.uraJ.l1' 
Bate 2 it the coaposit.ion coataiDs the followings 
Rate 1 1t tJae ccapoeition eoataiu the followings 
li:ait.e4 ideas or stilted. and restraiD.ed ideaa which 
J!!!!Dt ooat.ili1iitz, nooth i'81atlouiiipe aiid 
aeeociitiou. 
ilwleqv.te det.aill 
Rate 0 it the ccapoeition contaiu t.ba tollowiag: 
ideal sestect blt neTer carried out. 
DO detaile 
bu'l"ellDI&& of expnaaioa 
coatued blpnuiona 
juabled aDd diaasaociated thoughts 
ect.. 
~ 
I 
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